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STILLA POUF



SPECIFICATIONS

PRODUCT TYPE
PRODUCT NAME

COLOURS

DIMENSIONS
WEIGHT

MATERIAL

GABRIEL GRAIN DESIGN NO.

GABRIEL GRAIN MATERIAL
QUANTITY PER PARCEL

PACKAGING DIMENSIONS
PACKAGING WEIGHT

COMPLIANT WITH
FIRE RETARDANT

US FR LEGISLATION

Pouf
STILLA
Anthracite bouclé
Taupe bouclé
Black
Java brown
L70 x W60 x H36,5 cm
6,3 kg (fabric)
7,4 kg (leather)
PU foam & Plywood / MDF
Fabric: 92% RPET & 8% Polyester
≈ 15,5 recycled bottles (Gabriel Grain fabric)
Leather: CAMO Leathers
Taupe bouclé: 228861253
Anthracite bouclé: 228860328
Click to read more about Gabriel Grain fabric specifications
1
L80 x W65 x H50 cm
8,84 kg (fabric)
9,5 kg (leather)
ANSI/BIFMA X5.4; TB117-2013
The leather on the pouf (only UKFR) is fire retardant material
The Gabriel Grain fabric complies with US FR legislation

70 cm

60 cm

60 cm

https://www.gabriel.dk/en/fabrics/textile/Grain/62480#learn%20more


VARIATIONS

Art. No. 
500760070081

Art. No. 
500760072081

ANTHRACITE
BOUCLÉ

TAUPE
BOUCLÉ

Art. No. 
508500002081

Art. No. 
508500711081

BLACK (UKFR)

JAVA BROWN (UKFR)

Art. No. 
500760002081

Art. No. 
500760711081

BLACK

JAVA BROWN 



HOW TO CLEAN / POLISH

CARE GUIDE — TEXTILES

BOUCLÉ / GRAIN FABRIC 
In case of stains, immediately dab the area with a white cotton cloth to prevent

the stain to penetrate the fibers. Then carefully dab the stain in a white cotton cloth
with lukewarm water containing a neutral detergent. If the stain has not disappeared,

a professional should clean the fabric. Never clean with chemicals. 

( Note that colours may fade if the fabric is exposed to strong sunlight for a longer period of time )

( Avoid rubbing hardly on the stain or scraping the stain with an abrasive cloth that could damage the fabric )



HOW TO CLEAN / POLISH

CARE GUIDE — LEATHER

CORRECTED- & SEMI ANILINE LEATHER / CAMO LEATHER
Leather necessarily requires important care products and moisturizers to retain

its attractiveness, its wonderful soft grip, and its naturalness for a long time.
Leather cannot regenerate itself and relies on effective care from the outside.
It can only absorb these if its pores have been cleaned and any dirt particles
removed prior to application. Without regular care, leather quickly loses its
attractive appearance, it gets dirty, dries out or its colour loses its intensity.

For corrected- and semi aniline leather we recommend the KERALUX®
Leather Care Set P from LCK, which includes cleaner, care lotion a

sponge and a cloth. We recommend using the KERALUX® Soft Cleaner
and Care Lotion at least twice a year. N.B. Leather can also be sensitive.

Therefore, pretest each product for compatibility on a hidden area!

Please avoid direct exposure to light. Sunlight and artificial light can
fade the colour and dry out the leather. The sun protection in the Care Lotion
reduces the effect of UV radiation but cannot shield the leather completely.

Never use chemical products or ordinary cleaning products on leather. For daily
cleaning of leather, it is recommended vacuuming the furniture carefully using
a soft cleaner brush nozzle or wiping the furniture carefully with a soft, clean,
dry or wrung cloth. The most important rule for stains: Respond immediately!

For beverage stains, absorb the liquid gently with a paper towel. Then clean

with KERALUX® Cleaner. Avoid pressure and too intensive rubbing.

(Note that leather furniture should be away from heaters at least 30 cm. Heat dries out the leather)

(Colour intensive clothes (e. g. jeans), pillows, blankets, and such like can discolour leather)

(Pets, zippers, and sharp objects can damage the leather surface. Please try to avoid contacts with these)



STILLA POUF / BY AYTM DESIGN TEAM

The design of the STILLA shape has become an instant icon for 
AYTM. The shape of STILLA ads an instant drop of beautiful design 
to any room in your home. The STILLA pouf is flexible and also 

perfect as a coffee table for your living room.

STORYTELLING


